
MAKE: TOTALLY TUBULAR TREES 

HOLIDAY FUN FOR KIDS!  

You can’t have a jungle without trees! Go green with the steps below. 

WHAT YOU NEED: Cardboard tubes, paper 
plates (you will need 1 plate for each tree), 
scissors, green paint (or textas, pencils, 
crayons), glue, scissors. 

STEP 1: Paint plates green and then cut in half. 

STEP 2: Cut a slit halfway down the top of one 

piece, and another at the bottom of the other. 

STEP 3: Slide the halves together to form a 

cross shape.  

STEP 4: Cut four evenly spaced slits into one 

end of a cardboard tube. 

STEP 5: Slide the tree-top into the slits in the 

cardboard tube. Decorate tree with any bits 

and pieces you have at home.  



MAKE: TOTALLY TUBULAR SNAKE & MONKEY 

HOLIDAY FUN FOR KIDS!  

Make a ssssslithery, ssssspringy sssssnake and a mischievous mini monkey using the instructions below. 

WHAT YOU NEED: Cardboard tubes, scrap 
paper, paint (optional), textas or crayons, 
glue, googly eyes (optional), pipe cleaners 
(optional). 

STEP 1: Colour your snake using paint or 

textas, then cut around the tube in a circular 

fashion- it will start to look like a spring!  

STEP 2: Add some eyes and a strip of paper 

for a tongue. Decorate. 

STEP 3: Cut monkey ears and head from the 

top of the cardboard tube. Draw a face on a 

piece of paper or directly onto tube. 

STEP 4: Glue the face to the tube, add some eyes 

and decorate with textas. Use a pipe cleaner for 

the tail or make one from paper. 

STEP 5: Add your snake and monkey to your 

tree family.  



Hay Dee, Hay Dee Ho the big grey elephant is so slow. Make your own grey elephant using the instructions below. 

WHAT YOU NEED: Cardboard tubes, grey 
paper, newspaper or grey paint (optional), 
googly eyes (optional), glue or tape, scissors, 
textas or crayons.  

STEP 1: Cover your tube in grey paper or paint. 

STEP 2: Cut out four semi-circles from the 

bottom of the tube to make legs. 

STEP 3: Using the grey paper, cut out two 

semi-circles for ears, a small strip for a tail 

and a longer strip for a trunk. 

STEP 4: Glue or tape parts onto your 

elephant’s body. Use googly eyes or textas to 

decorate. You could also add tusks! 

STEP 5: Add your elephant to your jungle 

family! What other animals could you make 

out of cardboard tubes? 

MAKE: TOTALLY TUBULAR ELEPHANT 

HOLIDAY FUN FOR KIDS!  


